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April 28th - May 2nd 2019
Abu Dhabi, UAE

April 28 - 30 Workshops
May 1-2 Conference & Exhibition

SOGAT has grown to be recognised as the premier event
in the international oil & gas calendar focusing on sour
hydrocarbon developments in the Middle East.
Year on year the considerable number of offers of paper are
selected by the prestigious advisory committee to form the
SOGAT conference programme that attracts delegates
from across the globe. The technical content of the
presentations are amply supported by the exhibition of
services and supplies of the world’s leading contractors,
vendors and consultants. An integral part of the SOGAT
event is the significant number of practical workshops of
current technical concern and further details will be found
on page 5.
Given its standing, SOGAT is supported annually by many
sponsoring organisations and relevant media partners. The
Organisers are indebted to the following who over the years
have supported SOGAT and the organizers are finalizing
similar participation for SOGAT 2019.

Sponsors:

Media Partners:
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SOGAT 2019 OVERVIEW
With CAPEX globally expected to reach around $1.13 trillion
by 2025 the future looks bright for Natural Gas Projects. Gas
consumption in this region has grown by nearly 5 % but
production cannot keep pace with demand, particularly here
in the UAE. Consequently the recent announcements from
ADNOC in partnering with ENI and Wintershall in the Ghasha
ultra sour gas concession and TOTAL in the Ruwais Diyab
concession and further intentions to appoint new partners for
the Ghasha development, not only underpin the importance of
sour hydrocarbon and unconventional field development but
also add to the strategy to make the UAE gas self-sufficient
and ultimately a net gas exporter by 2025. This growth will
also include the first licensing round of 6 oil and gas blocks in
Q1 of next year, the implementation of the ADNOC – Saudi
Aramco agreement to explore natural gas opportunities and
the development of sour gas fields at Bab and Bu Hasa.
Within Saudi Arabia plans continue towards producing 70%
of its power requirements from natural gas and Saudi Aramco
are focusing on enhancing sour gas conditioning as part of a
$4 billion scheme to boost gas production for domestic
consumption with the expansion of the Hawiyah Plant. Shortly the industry will also see the Fadhili Plant producing gas
from the Kursaniyah and Hasbah Fields and the 75million
scf/d gas processing plant at Midyan in full operation.
Additionally there are significant plans for the development
and processing of expected big volumes of shale gas in the
Jafurah Basin. These activities are all part of the KSA Master
Gas Plan in which capacity will increase to 12.5 billion SCF by
next year.
Active plans are also ongoing in Oman who are involved in
processing gas from the Khazzan Field with 950 mcf/d of
produced gas and SNC Lavalin continue to support the
process of bringing on-stream the necessary gas from both
the Rabab Haheel and Kibal Khuff projects , the former being
one of the largest projects in Oman energy development
history . Earlier this year PDO announced a significant gas
find with estimated recoverable reserves of more than 4 trillion
cubic feet (tcf) and 112 million barrels of condensate at two
reservoirs named Barik and Miqrat which will add to their gas
needs . Another important announcement was the opening of
their Gas Network Operations Centre in Saih Rawl which
monitors and co-ordinates gas production in real time.
In Kuwait, KOC awarded a $1.3 billion contract to Petrofac for
a sour gas gathering system for the Burgan Field and plans
continue to unleash the potential of the sour gas resources
within the Jurassic Gas project, all of which will contribute the
Upstream Strategic Objective 2030 which aims to maximize
production from existing associated gas fields as well as
tapping into their sour gas resources. KPC are continuing with
the FDH JV project which when operational will be one of the
biggest refineries in the world and a major player in Kuwait’s
Clean Fuel Project. Once completed, the Al-Zour refinery will
predominantly produce low-sulfur fuel oil to replace high-sulfur fuel oil that is presently used in local power generation
plants.Other refinery end-products will include ultra-low sulfur
diesel, kerosine, petrochemical naphtha, granulated sulfur,
and LPG.

The political upheaval in Qatar will impact their plans for their
Barzan enhancement. However once the second phase of the
project is operational it will mean a 3.5million t/a production of
sulphur. Again politics play a part in Iran’s sour field activities
and the industry awaits their resolution
In Central Asia the startup of the sulphur recovery section of
the Kashagan processing plant is imminent and sour gas
injection plans for Tengiz to enhance oil production by 42%, is
expected to take place by 2022. Additionally sour gas reinjection will be the predominant factor at the Karachaganak
project also by 2022. Moreover the Galkynysh plant in
Turkmenistan is expected to produce 3 billion scf/d when at
full capacity. Additionally the developments at the Kandym
gas processing complex in Uzbekistan will be enhanced by
the recent agreement between ADNOC and Uzbekneftegaz in
providing strategic advice in oil and gas operations.
Also the Kharyaga Phase III Project has taken receipt of a fully
modularized gas treatment package including gas treatment
and SRU’s and is on example of several ongoing projects in
Russia
PETRONAS continue their programme of monetisizing and
processing acid gas fields in Malaysia. China is also developing sour gas processing plant with the latest being in Chuandongbei and processing from several sour fields with the final
phase of the project expected next year.
In Canada, Keyera Corporation is to build a $625 million sour
gas processing plant near Grande Prairie as well as
SemCAMS building a significant processing plant, also in
Alberta.
The technologies involved in sour field development and
production are and will continue to progress and the latest
developments across the whole sour hydrocarbon management spectrum will be included in the well-respected SOGAT
Conference Programme. This programme will focus on invited
presentations primarily from operator case studies, thus
providing delegates with invaluable knowledge and data to
employ in their own environments.
In keeping with previous years, In Depth and Practical Workshops on topical issues that contribute to enhancing efficient
operations will be presented in the first part of SOGAT 2019
and will cover: Practical Amine Treating, Sulphur Recovery
Practices, Process Modeling and AGI and other topics under
consideration by the Advisory Committee
The SOGAT Exhibition will see leading vendors and suppliers
present and thus SOGAT 2019 will continue its well-known
trend and reputation, as the international event that provides
a one stop review of all the latest developments in global sour
hydrocarbon management at a time when sour field development plans abound.
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SOGAT CONFERENCE

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Invited papers for the SOGAT 2019 conference programme
covering the technical scope shown below are being sought
and additionally the Organisers welcome offers of papers and
such offers are requested by January 6th next.

The Organisers are indebted to the following committee
members for the considerable and ongoing support of the
SOGAT event .

Technology Breakthroughs in Sour Hydrocaron
Management

Ahmed Shams

ADNOC Gas Processing, UAE

Fahad Al Wahedi

ADNOC Sour Gas, UAE

Sour Oil and Gas Operations and Development

Arjan Ros

Shell Abu Dhabi, UAE

Jenny Seagraves

ExxonMobil, USA

Mohammad Haji

Saudi Aramco, KSA

Albert Holtslag

Shell Abu Dhabi, UAE

Abdullah Al Mujaini

PDO, Oman

Frank Guezebroek

ADNOC Gas Processing, UAE

Claire Weiss

TOTAL, France

Thomas Chow

Fluor Energy & Chemicals, USA

Pierre Crevier

CPC, Bahrain

Steve Pollitt

WorleyParsons, UK

Dean Bybee

Amec Foster Wheeler, USA

Nick Coles

Dome Exhibitions, UAE

Richard Hands

SULPHUR Magazine, UK

Tofk Khanmamedov

TKK COMPANY, USA

Rich Ackman

Dow Oil & Gas, UAE

Manuel Jacques

TechnipFMC, France

Eric Roisin

Axens, France

Dimitris Bantanidis

Amines & Plasticizers Ltd, India

Meena Chauhan

Integer Research Ltd, UK

Sour Oil and Gas HSE Management
Sour Gas Processing of Ultra Sour and
Low Quality Gas Fields
SRU Design, Capacity & Operations
Amine Treatment & Unit Operations
Sulphur Management
Debottlenecking and Turndown
Catalyst Improvements
CO2 /Acid Gas Reinjection
SO2 Emission Management
Energy Efficiency within Plant Management
Sour Hydrocarbon Materials Management
Refractory & Reactor Furnace Issues
Contamination Management

Offers of Papers should contain the title of the proposed
paper, abstract of no more than 200 words and prospective
speaker(s).
They should be sent to nick@domeexhibitions.com by
January 6th at the latest. Thereafter these offers will be
reviewed by the Advisory Committee.
Authors of those offers that have been accepted will be
notified once consensus on their relevance and suitability is
confirmed.
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SOGAT WORKSHOPS
In keeping with previous years, In Depth and Practical Workshops on topical issues that contribute to enhancing efficient
operations will be presented in the first part of SOGAT 2019
and will cover: Practical Amine Treating, Sulphur Recovery
Practices, Process Modeling and AGI and other topics under
consideration by the Advisory Committee

SOGAT EXHIBITION

ORGANISERS

The SOGAT Exhibition is a well recognised part of the SOGAT
event and year on year sponsors and service companies
return to the event given the quality and number of senior level
management who attend the conference and specifically visit
the exhibition.

Dome Exhibitions, based in Abu Dhabi with offices in Dubai
has been operating in the Conference and Exhibition Industry
since 1991. Their primary conference interests are centred
around SOGAT and other related oil industry technical issues.

SOGAT is one of the most established and important specialised events in the international oil & gas calendar with a
particular focus on the Middle East.

For all matters related to SOGAT 2019 please refer to either
www.sogat.org or contact Nick Coles at nick@domeexhibitions.com

The Exhibition will include equipment and services focusing
on the themes of the event. Interested parties are requested
to contact the Organisers
Given the current and future Sour Hydrocarbon Field plans
regionally the Organisers are expecting a large number of
interested parties to participate and thus early stand registration is advised .
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